Sé Presents:
The UK showcase of 'Below The Heavens' Part II and a Studio
MTX Installation for the London Design Festival
London Design Festival 14th
 - 22nd September 10am – 6pm daily

and including The Brompton Design District Late Night Opening on Thursday 19th September 6pm-8pm
Sé Showroom, 60 Fulham Rd, South Kensington, London SW3 6HH

Above Left: Sé Maison IV - The Salon; Above Right: Moirai Floor Lamp Trio - Window Panels in collaboration with Studio MTX

This September, for London Design Festival (14th-22nd September), luxury European design
brand Sé will transform its gallery to showcase - for the first time in the UK - 'Below The Heavens'
Part II designed by Ini Archibong. Alongside this debut, part of the Sé gallery will be transformed with
an installation from architectural embroidery atelier Studio MTX - part of Chanel's 'Maison d'art'.
Throughout design week, and including The Brompton Design District late night opening, Sé
invites visitors to discover Part II's new earthly and monumental furniture and lighting pieces. On
display for the first time since the Collection's launch during Milan Design Week, the highly
anticipated sequel references, like its precursor, the eternal interplay between heaven and earth, this
time focusing on a terrestrial aesthetic. The sequel introduces monolithic pieces which are statuesque
and mature. The ever-expanding repertoire of Sé's luxury finishes and materials is demonstrated in
Part II's exploration of new wood finishes and bespoke crystal colours.
The LDF presentation sees Sé continue its close partnership with prestigious design ateliers Studio
MTXand La Manufacture Cogolin. Evolving the window panel concept revealed during Milan
Design Week, Sé reprises its collaboration with Paris-based Studio MTX to create an unmissable and

immersive moment. The embroidered panels, exemplary of MTX’s artistry, will be presented in three
different design and finishes, all of which are exclusively available through Sé in the UK. Visitors will
also experience new rugs from La Manufacture Cogolin's latest collection by Elliott Barnes which will
be exhibited together with a curated selection of artworks from artists such as Studio Earle and
Kiko Lopez.

Above: Sé Maison IV - Dining Room - Collection IV Part II Atlas Dining Range designed by Ini Archibong for Sé



Above: The Salon, Sè- Maison IV: Oshun Armchair, Oshun Sofa, Gaea Coffee Table and Moirai Floor Lamp Trio from
Collection IV part II designed by Ini Archibong for Sé.

END
Interview opportunities will be available during London Design Festival with:
Pavlo Schtakleff, Founder of Sé
Matthieu Bassée, Head of Design at Studio MTX

CONTACT:
For further information, interview opportunities and high-res images; please contact:

Sé
Innes Rose Hall at Bacchus:

+44 20 8968 0202 / innes@bacchus.agency

NOTES TO EDITORS:
About Sé
When Sé began in 2007, director and founder Pavlo Schtakleff had a goal – to reclaim the glamour
and quality of 20th century furniture and to become a dynamic and innovative presence in the world
of contemporary luxury design. Sé’s vision was to invite some of the world’s best design talent to
produce collections, akin to an art gallery or a couture house, the ultimate object being to build a
catalogue of highly-crafted and beautifully-finished objects, made of the finest, noble materials, by the
best craftspeople in Europe. With timeless forms, a curvaceous aesthetic and a spirit of play, Sé pieces
are now feted for their characterful, sculptural profiles, and their ability to captivate the senses.
Since its beginnings, this European design brand has stayed true to its founding ethos and to date, Sé
has created four highly-acclaimed editions from French designer Damien Langlois-Meurinne,
Spanish-born Jaime Hayon, Slovenia-based Nika Zupanc and the fourth collection from
Switzerland-based Nigerian-American designer Ini Archibong.
Under Sé’s stewardship, each designer brings their own sensibility and character, while harnessing a
personality, polish and sheer sense of finish that is undeniably Sé. All Sé pieces are the products of the
most exacting collaborations. They are sensual, tactile and cerebral, inviting the gaze and the touch as
well as engaging the mind.
Headquartered in London and fabricated across Europe to the highest technical standards, Sé aims to
make furniture that not only delights, but that will also become tomorrow’s heirlooms.
www.se-collections.com

About Studio MTX
Studio MTX was created in 2013 and is part of the Atelier of embroidery Montex, founded in 1939 it
joined the Maison d’Art CHANEL in 2011. Atelier Montex works mainly for haute couture and
ready-made clothes. Studio MTX, on the other hand, only works on interior design projects. The

founding idea was to take embroidery from clothes to the space, thus freeing embroidery from its
traditional medium and rethinking the techniques so as to adapt it to the scale on interior design.

